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Exe cu ti v e S ummary

In rainforests half a world away from the United States, orangutans are making their last stand for survival. Scientists warn that these
gentle and intelligent animals, among humankind’s closest kin, could become extinct within our lifetime if their rainforest homes
continue to be destroyed for palm oil plantations. But the primary threat pushing them toward extinction lies much closer to home than
you may think: you’ll find it hidden in the snack food aisle of your local grocery store, and likely in your own shopping cart.
When you eat food that comes out of a bag, a box, or a package of any kind, chances are you are eating palm oil. It is added to
chocolate, turned into fry oil, and snuck into snacks of all sorts—in fact, it can now be found in roughly half the packaged food products
sold in grocery stores. This palm oil comes at a terrible human and environmental cost. Skyrocketing demand has driven massive,
industrial palm oil plantations into millions of acres of formerly lush rainforest habitat in Indonesia and Malaysia, worsening climate
change and causing widespread human rights violations.
This report announces the launch of an ambitious new national campaign by Rainforest Action Network (RAN) called “The Last Stand
of the Orangutan.” This campaign exposes the dark secret of conflict palm oil in the U.S. snack food industry and calls on companies to
adopt responsible palm oil policies and commit to only using traceable palm oil that is free of deforestation, carbon-rich peatlands and
human rights violations.
RAN’s carefully selected “Snack Food 20” group of companies are named here publicly for the first time. This report assesses the palm
oil purchasing commitments and policies of each of these influential corporations and spells out the critical role they have in reforming
the destructive practices widely associated with palm oil production.
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When you eat food that comes out of a bag, a box or a
package of any kind, chances are you are eating palm oil.
The “Snack Food 20” group of companies—Campbell Soup Company; ConAgra Foods, Inc.; Dunkin’ Brands Group, Inc.; General Mills,
Inc.; Grupo Bimbo; Hillshire Brands Company; H.J. Heinz Company; Hormel Foods Corporation; Kellogg Company; Kraft Food Group,
Inc.; Krispy Kreme Doughnuts Corp.; Mars Inc.; Mondelez
ˉ International, Inc.; Nestlé S.A.; Nissin Foods Holdings Co., Ltd.; PepsiCo, Inc.;
The Hershey Company; The J.M. Smucker Company; Toyo Suisan Kaisha, Ltd.; and Unilever—manufacture a wide range of popular
snack foods in the United States and abroad that contain conflict palm oil.
While some companies are beginning to take steps to address their palm oil problem, none have yet adopted and fully implemented
adequate safeguards to eliminate conflict palm oil from entering their supply chains and contaminating their products. These big,
global food companies have the power, through their supply chains, to drive a transformation in the way palm oil is now commonly
produced. Increased consumer and citizen pressure on these companies is a key ingredient for success.
Working together with our families, friends, and allies, we will hold these companies to account and push them to eliminate conflict palm
oil from their products. We will work with them to adopt and implement responsible palm oil procurement policies that ensure the palm
oil they buy is not associated with deforestation, child or forced labor, plantation expansion on carbon-rich peatlands, or violations of
forest-dependent communities’ rights.
The fate of the orangutan, forest peoples, and some of the world’s most rich and important rainforests hang in the balance.
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I ntro d ucti o N
This report documents the alarming secret of conflict palm oil in America’s most popular snack food brands and publicly lists RAN’s
“Snack Food 20” by name for the first time. This report describes why conflict palm oil is an urgent global problem and how twenty of
America’s most popular snack food companies are key to achieving traceable, responsible palm oil in our food supply.
The dramatic and growing global demand for palm oil in recent decades has fueled a massive expansion of industrial palm oil
plantations deep into some of the world’s most valuable rainforests. Palm oil production is now one of the leading causes of tropical
deforestation and the degradation of carbon-rich tropical peatlands, making palm oil a major global driver of human-induced climate
change.
The expansion of industrial palm oil plantations directly threatens the survival of critically endangered species like the Sumatran and
Borneo orangutan, Sumatran tiger, and Sumatran and pygmy elephants.
Palm oil production is also responsible for widespread human rights violations and ongoing conflicts with communities whose rights,
livelihoods, and lands are being stolen and developed without their Free, Prior, and Informed Consent. Plantation workers are frequently
victims of serious exploitation, including being trafficked into bonded labor, being forced to live and work under extreme conditions, with
limited legal recourse, and suffering from abuse or the threat of abuse. Child labor is also known to be rampant throughout palm oil
plantations.

WHAT IS PALM OIL?
Palm oil is a globally traded agricultural commodity that is found in roughly half of packaged goods sold in grocery stores.1
Palm oil and its derivatives are used in a remarkable array of products, such as ice cream, cookies, crackers, chocolate, cereals,
breakfast bars, cake mixes, doughnuts, potato chips, instant noodles, frozen sweets and meals, baby formula, margarine, and
dry and canned soups. Palm oil is also found in detergents, soaps, personal care products, and increasingly as a feedstock for
biofuels. Palm oil is derived from pulping the fruit of oil palms originally native to Africa.
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One of the main reasons why these social and environmental problems occur is that global companies are demanding cheap palm
oil to use in their products while asking few questions about where it comes from or the impacts caused by its production. Many of
these brands cultivate a low profile about the palm oil ingredients in their products, and customers are typically unaware they are even
consuming palm oil, let alone realizing the hidden environmental and social costs contained in the foods they are buying.
There is a fundamental obstacle to solving the crises of deforestation, human rights violations, and carbon pollution caused by the
production of conflict palm oil: the international corporations producing most of the food sold in grocery stores usually cannot trace the
palm oil they are using back to the plantations where it was grown. This means that even well-intentioned companies cannot currently
offer verifiable assurances that the palm oil they are purchasing is not contributing to these egregious violations. Until these powerful
companies insist on transparency and traceability in their palm oil supply chains, they are complicit with the problem.

Growing Demand, Growing Destruction
Consumption of palm oil has been growing rapidly in the United States, increasing nearly sixfold since 2000 to reach 1.25 million
metric tons in 2012.2 This explosive growth has been partly driven by changes in U.S. food labeling laws for trans fats. This has caused
U.S. companies to shift to palm oil with its low trans fat content, despite growing evidence that palm oil’s high saturated fat content is
unhealthy3 (see figure 1).
Palm oil has quickly become a pervasive ingredient in the everyday foods that touch our lives. In less than two decades palm oil
production has nearly quadrupled to 55 million metric tons and surpassed soybeans to become the world’s most widely traded and
used edible vegetable oil.4
About 98 percent of all palm oil imported into the United States comes from Southeast Asia, with most of the small remainder coming
from Latin America. While Indonesia is the largest producer and exporter of palm oil globally, Malaysia accounts for more than 90
percent of exports to the United States. This can be misleading, however, because much of the palm oil grown and exported from
Malaysia is blended with the palm oil that it imports in significant volumes from Indonesia.5
After Malaysia, the top five palm oil importing countries in 2012 were China, India, the European Union, Pakistan, and the United States.6
Palm oil production is quickly expanding into Africa and Latin America, with those regions increasingly facing the same social and
environmental consequences now devastating Southeast Asia.
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Trends in U.S. Fat Consumption, 1909-20107

Is Pa l m O i l H e a lt h y?
Palm oil is often mistakenly promoted for its health benefits based on low trans fat content,
while ignoring the fact that it is also very high in saturated fats. Other health claims
about the virtues of palm oil are largely hearsay and based on the purported antioxidant
properties of fresh and unprocessed palm oil, not the highly processed food additive
widely used in packaged foods. Respected health organizations including the World
Health Organization; the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; the National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases; and the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service
all recommend against consuming palm oil and other tropical oils because of their high
content of artery-clogging saturated fats and their link to “bad” cholesterol.8
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Seeking Solutions
Traditionally, palm oil was grown as part of diverse mixed farming systems by small holders in West Africa for local consumption.9 There
are now examples where such relatively low-impact palm oil production systems in West Africa have been further developed and linked
into international Fair Trade Organic markets.10 However, these cases are the exception rather than the rule. Most palm oil on the market
today is grown in large monoculture estates of uniform age plants with low biological diversity, intensive use of fertilizers and pesticides,
growing social inequalities between small holders and large transnational palm oil companies, and expansion at the expense of
rainforests.11
Some non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and companies attempted to address the problems with palm oil by forming the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) in 2004. The RSPO created a set of standards for certifying so-called sustainable palm oil
by consensus of the membership, which includes many of the major industrial palm oil producers. However, the RSPO standards are
inadequate since they certify and endorse both deforestation and peatland expansion as sustainable.12 Furthermore, the RSPO has a
poor track record of resolving land conflicts between companies and impacted communities and enforcing its criteria regarding human
rights violations13 (see box 3).
Many of the “Snack Food 20” are members of the RSPO and most of their palm oil policies include commitments to sourcing this socalled sustainable palm oil. Due to the shortcomings in the RSPO standard and its spotty success at enforcement14, companies who
want to purchase only responsible palm oil must adopt independent global palm oil procurement policies that go above and beyond
the standards of the RSPO.
Some large palm oil companies are starting to innovate toward more environmentally and socially responsible policies and practices,
including the elimination of deforestation and expansion on peatlands, respect of customary land rights, and strengthened benefitssharing agreements with small producers. These commitments toward responsible palm oil are significant and address some of
the most egregious practices associated with the sector. They also demonstrate the economic viability of palm oil production with
biodiversity and climate safeguards that go well beyond the current standards of the RSPO.15
Solving the problem of conflict palm oil requires building strong public and market demand for responsible palm oil and eliminating
demand for conflict palm oil. The goal is to create tipping points that enhance the economic viability of responsible palm oil and
transform the global infrastructure of palm oil supply chains.

Rainforest Action Network is calling on the
“Snack Food 20” to adopt responsible palm oil
policies and to only use traceable palm oil that is
free of deforestation, expansion on carbon-rich
peatlands and human rights violations.
8
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c o n fl i ct pal m o i l
in Ame rica’s favo rit e
s nac k food s

Packaged snack foods are among the most visible points of contact where conflict palm oil enters the lives and homes of most
Americans on a daily basis. Palm oil is found in roughly half of packaged goods sold in grocery stores16. Palm oil and its derivatives are
used in a remarkable array of products, such as ice cream, cookies, crackers, chocolate products, cereals, breakfast bars, cake mixes,
baked products, doughnuts, potato chips, instant noodles, frozen sweets and meals, baby formula, margarine, and dry and canned
soups.
An estimated 74 percent of global palm oil is used in food products and cooking.17 This is why global food companies, including the
“Snack Food 20” exposed in this report, have an important role to play in transforming the way palm oil is grown and produced.
With over 950 brands included in the “Snack Food 20,” most American households can find examples of these products in their kitchen
pantry. Eleven of the “Snack Food 20” companies are ranked in the top 1000 of this year’s Forbes Global 2000 list of biggest public
companies, seven are listed in Newsweek Green Rankings 2012’s Top 500 Global Companies, and many others have won individual
business recognitions for being a “responsible company.”
Each of these companies can play a critical role in stopping forest destruction, climate change, human rights violations, and forced
and child labor. Each of these companies is currently feeding the demand for conflict palm oil by buying from global commodities
traders like Cargill, Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM), Fuji Oils, Aarhuskarlshamn (AAK), Wilmar International Limited, IOI Group,
Bunge and Kuala Lumpur Kepong Berhad (KLK), who in turn are buying, and in some cases growing, conflict palm oil from plantations in
Southeast Asia. This means the “Snack Food 20” have significant buying power and can help transform the way palm oil is produced by
demanding responsible palm oil, not conflict palm oil, from their suppliers.
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Conflict palm oil vs.
		Responsible palm oil vs.
				RSPO “Sustainable” palm oil
										- A d efinition of te r m s

Conflict palm oil is produced under conditions associated with the ongoing destruction of rainforests, expansion on carbon-rich
peatlands, and/or human rights violations, including the failure to recognize and respect the customary land rights of forest-dependent
communities and the use of forced labor and child labor.
The expansion of palm oil plantations into natural rainforests and customary lands of Indigenous Peoples and rural communities causes
widespread conflict across Indonesia and Malaysia. It causes conflict between people and wildlife as palm oil plantation workers
too often shoot, kill, or capture orangutans, elephants, and tigers that have lost their habitat and wander onto plantations. There is
conflict between Indigenous Peoples and palm oil producers who gain permits from government officials but fail to obtain Free, Prior,
and Informed Consent (FPIC) before they clear their forests for palm oil. There is horizontal conflict between community members who
accept compensation from palm oil companies and those that do not accept compensation and continue to oppose the development
of their lands for palm oil. There is conflict when palm oil companies deprive workers and children of their fundamental rights and
subject them to forced labor conditions. Additionally, there is conflict with the law when illegally grown palm oil freely enters the global
palm oil supply chains of the world’s largest palm oil traders. And finally there is conflict with a low-carbon future, as tropical forests and
carbon-rich peatlands are destroyed to make way for palm oil plantations, sending huge amounts of heat-trapping carbon into the
atmosphere.18
Conflict palm oil contaminates almost all globally traded palm oil and is used to make food products consumers buy every day from the
many trusted brands offered by the “Snack Food 20.”

Responsible palm oil is palm oil that is produced without contributing to deforestation, expansion on carbon-rich peatlands, and/
or the violation of human and labor rights. Responsible palm oil is produced legally and can be verifiably traced back to the plantation
where it was grown.
The term RSPO “sustainable”

palm oil has been diluted by association with the weak certification standards of the Roundtable on

Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO). It has been further diluted by the many companies who buy GreenPalm certificates (which provide small
monetary support to producers following the RSPO “sustainable palm oil” standards) rather than buying segregated RSPO-certified
palm oil (which is sourced from a known RSPO certified producer and is not mixed with controversial sources at any point in the supply
chain) or, better yet, responsible palm oil. These companies can then put the GreenPalm logo on their packaging and websites to make
the palm oil in their products appear sustainable, but in reality the company still buys conflict palm oil and pays a very low fee to “offset”
their palm oil use.
Many companies are buying mass balance RSPO-certified palm oil (which allows mixing of RSPO-certified palm oil and non-RSPOcertified palm oil) and claiming they are sourcing 100% sustainable palm oil. There is growing concern that this amounts to little more
than a greenwashing tactic to the point that “sustainable palm oil” is no longer a useful term to distinguish good palm oil from bad.
Consumers are being misled by labels on products that say “sustainable” but contain palm oil from producers still causing rainforest
and peatland destruction.19
Companies that produce, trade, and use palm oil must go beyond the inadequate “sustainable” standards of the RSPO to be truly
responsible.
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Th e pro b l em s

			wit h co nf li ct pal m oil

Rainforest Destruction
Palm oil production has become one of the world’s leading causes of rainforest destruction.20 It has been identified by scientists as “the
greatest immediate threat to biodiversity in SE Asia.”21 More than 85 percent of palm oil is grown in the two Southeast Asian tropical
countries of Indonesia and Malaysia22, largely on industrial plantations that have severe impacts on rainforests, the climate, and forest
peoples.
Indonesia has experienced one of the most rapid plantation expansions ever witnessed in the world. The area covered by palm oil
plantations has grown by 600 percent since 1990, to cover over nearly twenty million acres of land in 2013 (an area the size of Maine).23
This growth is associated with a 40 percent decline of lowland rainforests in the area over the same period. Not only is expansion
continuing, but also the rate of expansion is accelerating. Palm oil expansion in Indonesia has risen from a growth rate of 1.2 million
acres per year over the previous decade to nearly 1.6 million acres per year between 2011–2013.24
The Indonesian government has announced plans to more than double the size of palm oil plantations to 44 million acres (an area the
size of Missouri). Much of this is expected to occur on carbon-rich peatlands and will require further deforestation, which is one reason
why Indonesia is one of the most critically threatened rainforest regions in the world today, and also why Indonesia has become a global
priority for focused efforts to reverse these trends and save what remains.25

Palm oil production has become one of the
world’s leading causes of rainforest destruction.
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The bulk of the conversion of rainforests into palm oil plantations and the projected expansion for the coming years is occurring on
two islands: Sumatra (Indonesia) and Borneo. Borneo, the third largest island in the world, is largely divided between Malaysia (with the
states of Sabah and Sarawak in the north) and Indonesia (with five Kalimantan provinces).
Palm oil plantation expansion, often driven by large Malaysian and Indonesian palm oil companies, is spreading quickly beyond these
two countries to Papua New Guinea, across tropical South and Central America, and into western and central African countries. About
two thirds of the 284 million acres of rainforests in the Congo Basin is considered suitable for palm oil plantations. Over two and a half
million acres of large land concession deals have been identified in four Congo Basin countries, and industrial palm oil plantation
expansion is actively underway in the Congo to develop 1.2 million acres (an area nearly the size of Delaware).26
Large concessions totaling more than two and a half million acres are also being sought and signed in adjacent African countries
including Liberia, Cameroon, and Uganda.27 In Latin America, Brazil alone has 72 million acres of rainforest land suitable for palm
oil cultivation in the Amazon.28 In Central America, palm oil expansion has already turned deadly.29 If left unchecked, dramatic palm
plantation expansion could lead to increasingly drastic consequences for rainforests, people, and wildlife across the globe.
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Species Extinction
Palm oil is driving iconic wildlife species like the Sumatran orangutan30 and the Borneo orangutan31 to the brink of extinction.
Orangutans are among our closest kin in the animal kingdom. They are amazingly like us in how they learn, play, and care for their
young.32
Between 1990 and 2005, 55–60 percent of palm oil expansion in Malaysia and Indonesia occurred at the expense of virgin tropical
rainforests, and destruction of rainforests continues largely unabated.33 For the last remaining wild orangutans, these shrinking forests
are their only home. Scientists estimate that converting a forest area into an industrial palm oil plantation results in the death or
displacement of over 95 percent of the orangutans who originally lived in the area.34
The survival of the Sumatran tiger, found only on the island of Sumatra, is also threatened by palm oil plantation expansion. This tiger is
listed as critically endangered by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), with estimates of only 300–500 left in
the wild.35
Palm oil expansion also threatens the critically endangered Sumatran elephant, which has suffered a 69 percent decrease in habitat
since the 1930s and an estimated population size reduction greater than 80 percent. The Sumatran elephant is now locally extinct in
about half of its traditional range, and only several thousand are estimated to remain in the wild.36
In Borneo, the highly unusual and endangered pygmy elephant, only found in Sabah and adjacent parts of Indonesian Kalimantan, is
also under threat from expanding palm oil plantations, with less than 1,500 left in the wild.37

The Sumatran tiger is listed as critically endangered
with estimates of only 300–500 left in the wild.

photo: Mike Griffiths
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T he l ast stand
of the or angutan
Today’s populations of orangutans exist only in shrinking areas of tropical rainforests on the islands of Borneo and Sumatra, and the
species is at extreme risk of extinction within our lifetime. As much as 80 percent of the orangutan’s rainforest habitat has already
been destroyed. 38 The Sumatran orangutan, whose last strongholds are in the provinces of North Sumatra and Aceh (in the northern
portion of the Indonesian island of Sumatra), is rarer than the Borneo orangutan, but both species are urgently threatened by palm oil
expansion.39
The IUCN’s Red List categorizes the Sumatran orangutan as critically endangered, meaning this species faces the highest possible
threat of extinction,40 with the Borneo orangutan classified as endangered.41 There are fewer than 6,600 Sumatran orangutans left in the
wild and they have been called one of the world’s twenty-five most endangered primates.42
There are approximately 54,000 Borneo orangutans left in the wild and they live primarily in lowland forests that cover 21 percent of the
Borneo landmass. Nearly 20 percent of their remaining habitat is allocated as palm oil concessions, which are due to be cleared and
planted with palm oil trees in the near future, and additional areas are at risk.43
Researchers in Borneo concluded that without radical changes in plantation practices in existing and new plantation areas—including
limiting new plantation expansion to already-deforested regions—half of the Borneo orangutan’s remaining forest habitat will be lost
due to the development of palm oil plantations, timber plantations and other drivers of forest loss. Losses will be even higher unless
illegal expansion of palm oil into protected areas and logging concessions are also halted.44
These are the final strongholds—the “last stands”—for the orangutans if they are to survive and thrive in the wild.
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It’s not only orangutans that depend on the rainforests of Indonesia and Malaysia—millions of people do, too. Indonesia’s forests are
a hotspot of world cultural diversity, home to hundreds of distinct language groups. Tens of millions of people depend on Indonesia’s
forests to meet their basic livelihood needs for food, water, medicines and other timber and non-timber forest products, as well as for
maintaining their cultural identity. Estimates of the number of forest-dependent people in Indonesia who rely directly on the forest for
their livelihoods vary widely, but they range from 20 million to 100 million out of a total population of 210 million.45

Operating on Stolen Lands
Working with corrupt officials, some palm oil companies are stealing the land out from under the communities who depend on these
forests for their livelihoods.
Palm oil production has a sordid history of human rights violations, land grabbing, community conflict, and failure to respect the rights
of Indigenous Peoples and forest-dependent communities to give or withhold their Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) regarding
developments on their lands. Indonesian government policies on plantations and forestry46 facilitate large-scale industrial expansion
without protecting the rights of Indigenous Peoples and local communities to control and access their customary forests47. Licenses for
palm oil plantation establishment are issued by the national government and involve the conversion of forests and agricultural lands.
Despite some limited recognition of private use rights, most areas of customary lands are assumed by the government to be state lands.
Allocations are made and conversion permits exercised without determining whether competing land claims exist in an area. As a result,
the rights of local communities and small farmers to own, manage, and derive livelihoods from these areas are ignored and violated.
Given the large area of land that is under customary tenure and the continued issuing of permits for national palm oil development in
these areas, there are a large number of ongoing land disputes and frequent human rights violations related to palm oil development
in Indonesia. Knowing their survival is at stake, many communities are fighting back. Indonesia’s National Lands Agency has registered
3,000 conflicts between palm oil companies and local communities. However, communities resisting the takeover of their forests and
farms for palm oil plantations are often treated as criminals.
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Village leaders have been imprisoned for months or years without trial, and community protests are often repressed by the police with
beatings or even shootings. Villages and gardens have been bulldozed to force communities off lands that have been licensed to palm
oil companies.48 In the end, many communities have lost the battle to resist palm oil development on their lands and have been forced
to enter into contractual relations as smallholder farmers and laborers indebted to incoming palm oil companies.

Forced Labor and Child Labor
Due to the geographic isolation of many palm oil plantations, companies often rely on the recruitment of workers in distant labor
markets. Labor brokers working for palm oil companies lure men, women, and children to work on faraway plantations with promises
of high wages, easy work, and good living conditions. In Malaysia roughly 70 percent of laborers on palm oil plantations are foreign
migrants, most commonly from Indonesia.49 Migrant laborers in both Malaysia and Indonesia are particularly vulnerable, often
experiencing restrictions on their freedom of movement, retention of their passports and other valuable documents, indebtedness to
labor brokers, and delayed or unpaid wages. Many of these situations amount to forced labor, a form of modern-day slavery.
Child labor is also common on palm oil plantations in Indonesia and Malaysia. In 2012 the U.S. Department of Labor listed palm oil
as one of the industries most notorious for forced labor and child labor. In Malaysia it is estimated that between 72,000 and 200,000
stateless children work on palm oil plantations.50 Children of migrant parents in Malaysia are not granted citizenship in Malaysia or their
parents’ country. The result is that the children are not awarded the rights of either country, including a right to an education, and are
rendered “stateless.” These children, faced with no other options, end up as child laborers, often in situations of bonded labor.51
The July 2013 Bloomberg Businessweek article “Indonesian Palm Oil Industry Rife with Human Rights Abuses” documented widespread
cases of forced labor and child labor in Indonesia’s palm oil industry.52 The article, based on a nine-month investigation by the Schuster
Institute for Investigative Journalism at Brandeis University, describes abusive labor practices on twelve different palm oil plantations and
tells of workers and children being held captive, deprived of clean drinking water, working without pay for up to two years, and beaten if
they tried to escape.
Few of these human or labor rights violations are acknowledged by the Indonesian or Malaysian governments, and proper restitution is
almost never made. Without government and private sector policy changes to recognize and respect community and labor rights and
a robust implementation of these policies, the planned rapid expansion of palm oil plantations in the coming decade will lead to further
human and labor rights violations and widespread impoverishment, as thousands more communities lose control of their traditional
lands and livelihoods as a consequence of imposed, rather than bottom-up and rights-based, development.
Communities resisting palm oil development on their customary lands, as well as palm oil workers seeking a decent living, need help to
amplify their voices to brands selling palm oil in U.S. supermarkets.

In 2012 the U.S. Department of Labor listed palm oil as one
of the industries most notorious for forced labor and child
labor. In Malaysia alone, it is estimated that between 72,000
and 200,000 stateless children work on palm oil plantations.
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c l imate

change

Indonesian and Malaysian rainforests naturally breathe in millions of tons of carbon dioxide a year and breathe out oxygen in its place.
The trees remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by storing carbon in their trunks, branches, and roots, and in the soil beneath
them. Keeping these forests standing, along with keeping fossil fuels in the ground, offers the Earth’s best hope for fighting catastrophic
climate change. When rainforests are cleared and burnt they release massive quantities of carbon into the atmosphere, worsening
climate change.
How valuable are forests for the climate? Each year about 30 percent of all the carbon we release from burning fossil fuels worldwide
is taken out of the atmosphere and sequestered by the world’s intact forests, free of charge. Intact tropical rainforests are particularly
effective at sequestering carbon, sinking as much carbon each year as all the temperate and boreal forests combined.53
But instead of maintaining intact rainforests, we are destroying them at unprecedented rates—about one acre is lost every second—54
including for corporate-controlled commodity production such as palm oil.
The impact can be huge. Worldwide, tropical deforestation contributes as many emissions to climate change as those from the global
transportation sector. That’s equivalent to the pollutants coming out of the engine of every car, truck, ship, plane, and train on the
planet.

Worldwide, tropical deforestation contributes as many
emissions to climate change as those from the global transportation
sector. That’s equivalent to the pollutants coming out of the engine
of every car, truck, ship, plane, and train on the planet.
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The Importance of Peatlands
Indonesia is the third largest greenhouse gas emitter after China and the United States. But whereas fossil fuels are the main source of
emissions in China and the United States, 85 percent of Indonesia’s emissions come from deforestation and from the degradation of
carbon-rich peatlands, much of which occurs to produce palm oil.
Peatlands are wet, carbon-rich ecosystems that sequester carbon through thousands of years of accumulating leaf litter and organic
material, forming large domes of carbon-rich organic peat soil. Palm oil trees cannot grow on these waterlogged soils, so plantation
growers must first drain the peatlands in order to plant. This exposes the ancient organic peat to the air and the exposed peat starts to
oxidize as carbon emissions, year after year for decades. A single hectare of drained peat under palm oil will emit more than 4,000 tons
of CO2 over fifty years. 55
Indonesian and Malaysian forests provide a wide variety of important environmental services, including erosion control, watershed
protection, and climate regulation. Indonesia in particular, with 65 percent of the world’s tropical peatlands spread across 13 percent
of its land base, has a remarkable concentration of the most carbon-rich forests in the world.57 The peatlands in this region contain
around 70 billion tons of carbon, nearly nine times as much carbon as was released from burning all fossil fuels globally in 2006, making
protection of these peatland forests a global climate priority. Around 85 percent of this regions’ peatlands are found in Indonesia and
15 percent in Malaysia.58

Figure 2: Peatland drainage and CO2 emissions56
Water Table
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»» Water table close to surface
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Stream channels

thousands of years
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Drainage:
»» Water tables lowered
»» Peat surface subsidence and CO2 emission starts
Continued drainage:
»» Decomposition of dry peat: CO2 emission
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»» Peat surface subsidence due to decomposition
and shrinkage
End Stage:
»» Most peat carbon above drainage limit released to the
atmosphere within decades, unless conservation /
mitigation measures are taken
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Despite contributing an estimated half of Indonesia’s
climate emissions, Indonesian government agencies
report that economic activity on peatlands contributes
less than one percent of GDP.
Palm oil plantation expansion is increasingly targeting these crucial peatland forest areas. From a small palm oil plantation base on
peatlands of about 600,000 acres in Malaysia and Indonesia in 1990, expansion on peatlands has exploded to reach 5.1 million acres
in 2010.59
What’s worse, expansion of palm oil plantations onto peatlands is accelerating. Under current trends, the area of palm oil plantations
on peatlands is projected to triple from 2010 to 2020, reaching nearly 15 million acres. The associated on-going annual emissions
from peat degradation would be on the order of 510 million tons of CO2 per year. This is a hugely significant source of global emissions,
equivalent to the annual CO2 emissions from 145 average sized U.S. coal-fired power plants, our dirtiest source of power.60
Sarawak has the highest concentration of peatlands in Malaysia, many of which serve as important coastal buffer zones. If the Sarawak
government proceeds with its expansion plans, it is expected that more than 80 percent of its peatlands will be converted to palm oil
plantations.61
Sumatra and Kalimantan in Indonesia also both have high concentrations of peatlands which are being targeted for palm oil
expansion. An estimated 13.5 million acres, nearly half of the total peatlands in Sumatra and Kalimantan, have already been formally
allocated for conversion to industrial palm oil plantations.62
Despite contributing an estimated half of Indonesia’s climate emissions, Indonesian government agencies report that economic activity
on peatlands contributes less than one percent of GDP.63 Emissions from sparsely populated rural Central Kalimantan alone now exceed
those of Jakarta, a sprawling traffic-choked mega-city of more than 10 million people.64

photo: carlos quiles
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Smoke and Fire
Further adding to climate emissions associated with palm oil is the use of fires to clear and prepare land for planting with palm oil.
These fires are worst during the dry season from June into October, and rainfall is further reduced by periodic El Niño conditions and
droughts. The last intense El Niño event from 1997–98, for example, saw the region erupt in fires, not only of trees but also of dried peat
soils in drained areas as well. The resulting CO2 emissions were estimated to exceed the entire fossil fuel emissions of Western Europe as
fires smoldered uncontrolled for months.65 The resultant smoke and haze spread across Southeast Asia, disrupting air traffic, smothering
major cities, and provoking public health emergencies.
More recently, in late June 2013, smoke from hundreds of fires in Sumatra and Borneo once again blanketed Singapore and Peninsular
Malaysia in a thick choking haze. At the height of the fires, the Pollutant Standard Index (PSI), a calculation of air quality derived by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, attained a maximum reading of over 400, well into what is categorized as the “hazardous”
range for human health and shattering the previous air pollution record in Singapore, and well above the 100 level generally accepted
as the maximum for healthy air quality.66 Research by the Center for International Forestry Research in Indonesia found that nearly a
quarter of the fires occurred in industrial plantations. Satellite data also showed that many industrial plantations exist where there are
no concession licenses, greatly complicating efforts to identify responsible parties.
Chronic fires and regional haze spark annual regional diplomatic crises among Malaysia, Indonesia, and Singapore. Their inability
to prevent and control fires illustrates the poor state of forest governance to control reckless and destructive practices in the palm oil
sector.
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T HE
SNACK
FOOD 20
The “Snack Food 20” are Campbell Soup Company; ConAgra
Foods, Inc.; Dunkin’ Brands Group, Inc.; General Mills, Inc.;
Grupo Bimbo; Hillshire Brands Company; H.J. Heinz Company;
Hormel Foods Corporation; Kellogg Company; Kraft Food
Group, Inc.; Krispy Kreme Doughnuts Corp.; Mars Inc.;
ˉ International, Inc.; Nestlé S.A.; Nissin Foods Holdings
Mondelez
Co., Ltd.; PepsiCo, Inc.; The Hershey Company; The J.M.
Smucker Company; Toyo Suisan Kaisha, Ltd.; and Unilever.

Why Snack Foods?
RAN has carefully chosen these twenty corporations because
they are globally significant snack food manufacturing
companies that consume palm oil and/or palm oil derivatives.
As a group, the “Snack Food 20” gross more than $432
billion in revenue annually, and sell their products in dozens
of countries in addition to the U.S., including Southeast Asia,
India, China, Japan, and Europe. Together, they have the
power to engage with their global supply chains to drive a
fundamental transformation of the way palm oil is traded and
produced.
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D RIVIN G CHAN GE
BAC K TO T HE SOU RCE
Snack Food Shoppers:
The Power is in Your Palm
The “Snack Food 20” spend hundreds of
millions of dollars a year to gain the trust and loyalty
of consumers, and examples of their products can be
found in virtually every home in America. They truly care
what their customers think of their brands. If enough
people call on the “Snack Food 20” to adopt responsible
palm oil policies, they will listen and start demanding
traceable palm oil from their suppliers that does not
contribute to deforestation, expansion on carbon-rich
peatlands or human and labor rights violations.

Palm Oil Producers:
New Practices for Changing Markets
The implementation of responsible palm oil policies by the
“Snack Food 20” and global palm oil traders will increase
demand for responsible palm oil and drive a transition to
transparent and traceable palm oil supply chains. By
implementing best practices - including eliminating
deforestation and peatland expansion and addressing
human rights and labor issues - palm oil producers
will be able to supply responsible palm oil to
traders and the “Snack Food 20” while
enhancingtheir competitive position in
international markets.
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The Snack Food 20:
Consumer Brands Must Lead the Way
The “Snack Food 20” manufactures hundreds of
valuable brand name products, which gross more
than $432 billion in sales each year. They have the
obligation to protect their brands’ value, and the
power to demand that their suppliers - global palm
oil traders -build traceable supply chains, eliminate
conflict palm oil, and sell them only responsible
palm oil that is not connected to deforestation,
expansion on carbon-rich peatlands or human and
labor rights violations.

Global Palm Oil Traders:
The Linch-Pins of the Palm Oil Supply Chain
A handful of global palm oil traders, including Cargill, ADM,
Wilmar, IOI, Bunge, AAK, Fuji Oils and KLK dominate the
buying and selling of nearly all palm oil on international
markets. Global palm oil traders must insist that the
palm oil they buy from refineries, mills and growers is
fully traceable and not associated with deforestation,
expansion on carbon-rich peatlands or human
and labor rights violations.
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Rec omm e n datio ns :

A Roa dm a p to Res pons ibl e Pa l m Oil

International food companies are increasingly coming to understand and acknowledge that they have a critical role, alongside NGOs
and national governments, in changing the way palm oil is produced in order to stop the terrible toll it now costs. Responsible snack
food companies can use their buying power to drive changes by taking the following steps:

1. Articulate social and environmental commitments: Make a public commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands,
climate, biodiversity and human and labor rights and to eliminate conflict palm oil from the company’s supply chain.

2. Adopt a global responsible palm oil procurement policy: Develop and implement a global policy that requires palm
oil that is 100 percent traceable and does not come from illegal sources or companies that contribute to deforestation, expansion
on carbon-rich peatlands, and/or the violation of human and labor rights.

3. Develop a robust time-bound implementation plan: Set measureable time-bound performance targets and outline
auditing and verification measures for implementing the company’s responsible palm oil policy. Publicly report on progress
annually.

4. Create supply chain transparency and traceability: Work with suppliers to develop 100 percent traceable supply
chains to ensure the sources of all palm oil are known, documented, and grown in accordance with the company’s 			
responsible palm oil policy.

5. Require suppliers to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil: Make and implement a time-bound plan to eliminate
palm oil sourced from companies who continue to produce conflict palm oil. Work with supply chain partners who are willing to
deliver traceable supply chains, eliminate conflict palm oil and adopt comprehensive responsible palm oil policies.

6. Become an advocate for protecting rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity and human and labor
rights. Work with peers and other stakeholders, including governments, to advocate for wider actions that address underlying
causes of conflict palm oil, reduce adverse environmental and social impacts from supply chains, and support enabling laws and
regulations, policies and actions in both producer and consumer countries.
If the “Snack Food 20” companies take these steps, the demand for responsible palm oil will grow and provide a significant incentive for
palm oil producers to fundamentally change their practices and stop destroying rainforests, worsening climate change, and violating
human and labor rights.
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T he p ower is in your pal m
The stakes are high and transforming the way palm oil is globally produced and distributed is a large and complex undertaking. We
know it will not be easy, but it is absolutely crucial that all stakeholders—including consumer goods companies, global palm oil traders,
governments, NGOs, and consumers—do our part to bring about the change that is so urgently needed.
Governments need to begin enforcing existing laws like those that protect the habitat of endangered species and prohibit the use of
fire to clear natural forest. They also must recognize and respect the rights of Indigenous Peoples to exercise Free, Prior, and Informed
Consent over the development of their customary lands while establishing clear and agreed upon maps that document protected natural
areas as well as the customary lands of Indigenous Peoples and forest-dependent communities.
International palm oil traders need to prioritize developing fully transparent and traceable supply chains so they can verifiably deliver
responsible palm oil to their customers. The “Snack Food 20” companies each need to adopt and implement robust palm oil procurement
policies that eliminate conflict palm oil from their products and replace it with responsible palm oil or or other responsible alternatives.
Rainforest Action Network and our allies are committed to raising awareness about the problems with conflict palm oil in the United States
and to ensuring that public and consumer concerns are communicated clearly and directly to the “Snack Food 20” group of companies.
We are ready to work with companies to develop procurement policies that remove palm oil tainted by deforestation, expansion on
carbon-rich peatlands and/or human and labor rights violations from entering their supply chains.
We have mobilized the public before to convince some of the world’s largest companies to change the way they do business for the
better—and with the help of our supporters we will do it again.

To find out more, visit www.TheProblemWithPalmOil.org
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Snapshot

of

Snack Food 20

Palm Oil commitments and p olicies

S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Global

Campbell Soup Company

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:

Revenues:

»»

Has initiated some sourcing of segregated RSPO-certified palm oil in Europe and Australia

$7.7 billion

»»

Has a public commitment to “strive to convert to certified sustainable sources of palm oil by 2015”

Weaknesses:

(70% in U.S.)

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Camden, NJ

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products,
and reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any

	RSPO-certified palm oil.
»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.campbellsoupcompany.com/csr/pages/planet/supply-chain-logistics-and-transportation.asp#.UWXnDhlAvzw
http://www.campbellsoupcompany.com/csr/download_Files.aspx?type=pdf&extension=pdf&filename=Campbells_2012_CSR_
Nourishing_Our_Planet.pdf

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$13.3 billion
ConAgra Foods, Inc.

Has a public commitment to “source 100 percent of our palm oil from RSPO sustainably certified sources by
2015”

(94% in U.S.)

»»

Corporate headquarters:

Has a public commitment to work with its suppliers to “support the development of a sustainable, costeffective market for palm oil to prevent the deforestation of lands for the purpose of developing new palm

Omaha, NE

plantations.”
Weaknesses:
»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products,
and reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any

	RSPO-certified palm oil
»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.conagrafoodscitizenship.com/good-for-the-planet/sustainable-sourcing/supplier-engagement/
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Global
Franchise

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

Revenues:
Dunkin’ Brands Group, Inc.

$8.8 billion

Corporate headquarters:

(76% in U.S.)

Canton, MA

Has a public commitment to “work with suppliers to develop a plan to source 100% sustainable palm oil by 		
2020, and to ensure independent verification of compliance with their policy”

»»

Supports a moratorium on palm oil expansion in rainforests and peatlands

Weaknesses:
»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity and human rights

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://news.dunkinbrands.com/ImageLibrary/DownloadMedia.ashx?MediaDetailsID=301

Annual Global

General Mills, Inc.

Current Commitments and Policies:

Revenues:

»»

Has a public commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

$16.7 billion

»»

Has a responsible palm oil procurement policy that states it will only buy palm oil that is free of

(75% in U.S.)

deforestation, expansion on carbon-rich peatlands, and the violation of human rights
»»

Corporate headquarters:

Has a public commitment to “strive to sourcing 100% of palm oil from responsible and sustainable sources
by 2015”

Minneapolis, MN
»»

Policy requires direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

Has a public commitment to support transparency and regularly report on progress

Weaknesses:
»»

No public commitment to 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any RSPOcertified palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.generalmills.com/Responsibility/Sourcing/palm_oil_statement.aspx
http://www.generalmills.com/~/media/Files/CSR/2013_global_respon_report.ashx

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$13.2 billion
Grupo Bimbo

(45% in U.S)

Has a public commitment that its suppliers will guarantee a “supply of sustainable palm oil before 2015,
through a certification process of their purchases of this ingredient”

Weaknesses:

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

(Global) Mexico City, Mexico;

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

(U.S.) Horsham, PA

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.grupobimbo.com/en/innovation/sustainability-innovation.html
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Annual Global

Current Commitments and Policies:

Revenues:

»»

$4 billion

Has a public commitment to “support palm oil produced in an environmentally and socially responsible
manner by purchasing GreenPalm palm oil certification”

(97% in U.S.)

Weaknesses:
»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Hillshire Brands Company

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

Peoria, IL

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.hillshirebrands.com/Sustainability/PoliciesandCommitments.aspx

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$11.6 billion

Has a public commitment to reduce global demand for its palm oil use by 25 percent in 2012, compared to
2011, to enhance product health and wellness

H.J. Heinz Company

(46% in North

Corporate headquarters:

America)

»»

Has initiated some sourcing of RSPO-segregated palm oil

»»

Has a public commitment to “convert to sourcing 100% certified sustainable palm oil by 2013”

Weaknesses:

Pittsburg, PA

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.heinz.com/CSR2011/environment/sustainable_agriculture_initiatives.aspx

Annual Global
Revenues:

»»

No announced substantive actions on palm oil

Weaknesses:

$8.2 billion
Hormel Foods Corporation

Current Commitments and Policies:

(94% in U.S.)

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

Austin, MN

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Revenues:
$14.2 Billion

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

($9.5 Billion in U.S)

Has a public commitment to the “protection of forests, biodiversity, and peatlands, to minimizing the carbon
footprint of our palm oil supply chain, and to respecting human rights including no forced or child labor,

Kellogg Company

slavery or human trafficking”

Corporate headquarters:

»»

Battle Creek, MI

Has a public commitment to “work with our suppliers to achieve 100% traceable sources of palm oil that are
economically viable, environmentally appropriate and socially beneficial, and meet the above commitments.”

»»

Sources 100 percent of its palm oil through a combination of GreenPalm Certificates, Mass Balance and

	Segregated RSPO supply
»»

Has initiated some sourcing of segregated RSPO-certified palm oil in Europe

»»

Supports the Consumer Goods Forum (CGF) pledge to help achieve zero net deforestation by 2020

Weaknesses:
»»

No public commitment to transparent supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products,
and reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any

	RSPO-certified palm oil
»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://crr.kelloggcompany.com/en_US/corporate-responsibility/overview/our-commitments.html
http://crr.kelloggcompany.com/en_US/corporate-responsibility/environment/sustainable-agriculture/palm-oil.html

Annual Global
Revenues:
$18 billion
Kraft Foods Group, Inc.

(100% in North

Corporate headquarters:

America)

Glenview, IL

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

ˉ International.
In October 2012 Kraft Foods, Inc. split into two companies, Kraft Foods Group and Mondelez

	Mondelez
ˉ International has a public palm oil commitment (see related entry), but Kraft Foods Group does not.
Weaknesses:
»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

No announced substantive actions on palm oil

Weaknesses:

$0.44 billion
Krispy Kreme Doughnut

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

(90% in U.S.)

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Corporation

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

Winston-Salem, NC

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

Annual Global

Mars, Inc.

Current Commitments and Policies:

Revenues:

»»

Has a public commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

$30 billion

»»

Has a public commitment to develop and implement responsible sourcing policies

(23% in U.S.)

»»

Has a public commitment to “working towards achieving a 100% traceable supply chain and only buying

Corporate headquarters:

palm oil that is free of deforestation, expansion on carbon-rich peatlands, the violation of human and labor

McClean, VA

rights”
»»

Aims “to increase pressure on [palm oil producers and] traders to raise their standards, eliminate palm oil…
associated with deforestation, further expansion on carbon-rich peatlands, human and labor rights
violations and illegal sources and achieve full traceability of supplies”

»»

Is mapping the “impact on deforestation and social impacts of palm oil and other raw materials in [its]
supply chain”

»»

Has a public commitment to “purchase 100% of palm oil from RSPO-certified sources” by the end of 2013

Weaknesses:
»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any RSPOcertified palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.mars.com/global/about-mars/mars-pia/our-supply-chain/palm-oil.aspx
http://www.mars.com/global/about-mars/mars-pia/our-supply-chain/our-strategy-and-priorities.aspx
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:
Annual Global

»»

Revenues:
ˉ
Mondelez
International, Inc.

$35 billion

Corporate headquarters:

(20% in U.S.)

Deerfield, IL

Has a public commitment that “palm oil should be produced on legally held land, protecting tropical forests
and peatlands, respecting human rights, including land rights, and without forced or child labor”

»»

Has a public commitment to “expect palm oil suppliers to eliminate sources of palm oil that do not meet
these criteria” [above] by 2020

»»

Has a public commitment to “expect palm oil suppliers to provide transparency on the proportion of their
supplies traceable to plantations” meeting its production criteria [above] by the end of 2013

»»

Has a “plan to cover 100% palm oil requirements with RSPO certified palm oil by 2015”

»»

Has initiated some sourcing of segregated RSPO-certified palm oil

»»

Advocates for reducing deforestation within the Consumer Goods Forum and with governments

Weaknesses:
»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

Has a time-bound public commitment to transition to responsible palm oil but no public time-bound plan to
implement this commitment

»»

No public commitment or time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable palm oil

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products,
and reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any

	RSPO-certified palm oil
»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.mondelezinternational.com/DeliciousWorld/sustainability/climate.aspx

Annual Global

Nestlé S.A.

Current Commitments and Policies:

Revenues:

»»

Has a public commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

$99 billion

»»

Has a responsible palm oil procurement policy that includes a set of “Responsible Sourcing Guidelines,”

(26% in U.S.)

which states it will only buy palm oil that is legal, does not contribute to deforestation or expansion on

Corporate headquarters:

carbon-rich peatlands and other areas of high conservation and high carbon stock forests, and does not

(Global) Vevey, Switzerland;

violate human rights

(U.S.) Glendale, CA

»»

Has a public commitment to continuously increase the amount of traceable palm oil

»»

Is mapping and assessing all the suppliers in its supply chain for adherence to RSPO standard plus the
protection of High Carbon Stock Forests and no expansion on peatlands. It is working with suppliers who are not
currently in compliance to improve practices and eliminating those suppliers who do not improve their
operations.

»»

Has comprehensive reporting of progress

»»

Has a public commitment to “achieving 100% RSPO certified by 2013”

Weaknesses:
»»

No public commitment to 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products,
and reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system without traceability provides no guarantee that their
products contain any RSPO-certified palm oil

»»

Company products at risk of contamination with conflict palm as company is still in the process of
addressing risks

http://www.nestle.com/media/newsandfeatures/nestle-commits-to-using-certified-sustainable-palm-oil
http://www.nestle.com/csv/responsible-sourcing/deforestation
http://www.nestle.com/media/statements/update-on-deforestation-and-palm-oil
http://www.nestle.com/asset-library/documents/creating%20shared%20value/rural_development/2011-palm-oil-nestle-responsiblesourcing-guidelines.pdf
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Nissin Foods,

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:

Frozen Foods,

»»

Cisco,

	USA by end of 2015.”

Nissin Foods Holdings Co.,

Top Ramen,

»»

Ltd.

Bowl Noodles,

regulations; 2. Use of appropriate best practices by growers and millers; 3. Responsible consideration [and

Corporate headquarters:

Cup Noodles

human rights protection] of employees, and of individuals and communities affected by growers and mills;

Has a public commitment to reach a “goal of utilizing 100% usage of sustainable palm oil starting with the

States it will procure palm oil based on the following guidelines: “1. Compliance with applicable laws and

(Global) Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo;

and 4. [Implementation of] Commitment to continuous improvement [responsibility] towards environmental

(U.S.) Gardena, CA

preservation [conservation].”
[Bracketed text denotes different text in Japanese version]

Annual Global Revenues:

Weaknesses:

$3.7 billion

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate and biodiversity

(8% in U.S.)

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.nissinfoods-holdings.co.jp/english/csr/environmental/index.html
http://www.nissinfoods.com/whatsnew.php
http://www.nissinfoods-holdings.co.jp/csr/environment/products/index.html

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$65.5 billion
PepsiCo, Inc.

Has replaced palm oil for specific brands and markets, including Frito-Lay North America, with healthier oils
such as sunflower, corn, and canola because they are both lower in saturated fat and do not contain trans fats

(50% in U.S.)

»»

Corporate headquarters:

Has a public commitment “to purchasing only 100 percent certified sustainable palm oil for use in the
production of our products by 2015”

Weaknesses:

Purchase, NY

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity and human rights

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any RSPOcertified palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.pepsico.com/Purpose/Environmental-Sustainability/Agriculture.html
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Global
Revenues:

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$6.6 billion
The Hershey Company

(89% in U.S.)

Has a public commitment to “ensure that all palm oil procured will be Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO) certified, provided availability of supply, by 2015”

Weaknesses:

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Hershey, PA

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that their products contain any RSPOcertified palm oil

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.thehersheycompany.com/social-responsibility/environment.aspx
http://www.thehersheycompany.com/assets/pdfs/hersheycompany/scorecard2012.pdf

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$5.5 billion
The J.M. Smucker Company

(75% in U.S.)

Has a public commitment to “strive to source 100% of direct palm oil purchases from responsible and
certified sustainable sources by 2015”

Weaknesses:

Corporate headquarters:

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

Orrville, OH

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.smuckers.com/pdf/SMUCKER_2012_CRR.pdf
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S nack FOOD 20
C OMPANY NAME

ANNUAL REVENUE

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies: :
»»

No announced substantive actions on palm oil

Weaknesses:

$3.2 billion

Toyo Suisan Kaisha, Ltd.

Assessm ent o f Pa lm O il C o m m itm e n ts a n d Pro c u r e m e n t P o lic ie s

(22% in North

»»

No public palm oil commitment to protect rainforests, peatlands, climate, biodiversity, and human rights

America)

»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No public commitment to transparent and 100 percent traceable supply chains

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No requirement for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent traceable and responsible palm

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

Corporate headquarters:
(Global) Minato-ku, Tokyo;
(U.S.) Maruchan Inc. Irvine, CA

Annual Global
Revenues:

Current Commitments and Policies:
»»

$67 billion

Has a public commitment to “work with suppliers, peers, competitors and governments to transform the
[palm oil] industry [and to]… help to break the links between palm oil, deforestation and land conflict”

(13% U.S.)

Unilever

»»

Has a public commitment to “purchase all palm oil sustainably from certified, traceable sources by 2020”

»»

Has a public commitment to “purchase all palm oil from certified sources by 2015”

»»

Has required direct suppliers to eliminate some particularly controversial sources of conflict palm oil from
their supply chains

Corporate headquarters:
»»

(Global) London, UK;

Has initiated some sourcing of segregated RSPO-certified palm oil and invested in building a PKO
processing plant in Sumatra to enable sourcing of traceable palm kernel oil

(U.S.) Englewood Cliffs, NJ
»»

Has played a leadership role as founder of the Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil and advocate for zero
net deforestation by 2020 within the Consumer Goods Forum and with governments

Weaknesses:
»»

No public commitment to sourcing responsible palm oil

»»

No publicly available responsible palm oil procurement policy

»»

No consistent requirements for direct suppliers like Cargill to eliminate sources of conflict palm oil from their
supply chains

»»

No time-bound plan for transitioning to purchasing 100 percent responsible palm oil

»»

Reliance on purchasing GreenPalm Certificates provides no guarantees about the palm oil in their products

»»

Company products at high risk of contamination with conflict palm oil

http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/sustainablesourcing/palmoil/index.aspx
http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/sustainablesourcing/palmoil/ourtargets/
http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/greenhousegases/deforestation/index.aspx
http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living/greenhousegases/deforestation/index.aspx
http://unilever.com/images/PDF_generator_-_Sustainable_sourcing_tcm_13-365054.pdf
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The table above presents a summary analysis of each company’s publicly available palm oil commitments and/or procurement
policies. Some companies have publicly released only palm oil commitments, others have released both palm oil commitments
and procurement policies, and a few companies have failed to release any palm oil commitments or procurement policies. Some
companies without public palm oil commitments or procurement policies may have started the process of developing palm oil
commitments and/or procurement policies but had not completed or publicly released their commitments at the time of publication
of this report. Companies may have additional general policies or company wide supplier codes of conduct that are not incorporated
into palm oil commitments and/or procurement policies. For the purposes of this report, analysis is focused on palm oil specific
commitments and policies only.
In our analysis, purchasing GreenPalm Certificates or sourcing RSPO-certified palm oil through Mass Balance supply chain systems is
a weakness since in both cases companies are clearly not physically sourcing traceable, responsible palm oil in their products, yet are
allowed to make market claims about sustainable palm oil. GreenPalm Certificates provide no guarantees about the palm oil used in
a company’s products. The Mass Balance supply chain system provides no guarantee that a company’s products contain any RSPOcertified palm oil. Therefore companies who purchase GreenPalm Certificates or source Mass Balance RSPO-certified palm oil do not
know the plantation sources of the palm oil they are actually using, putting their products at high risk of contamination with conflict
palm oil. Traceability can be guaranteed by sourcing 100 percent RSPO-certified palm oil through Segregated or Identity Preserved
supply chain systems, but none of the companies above have yet achieved that. These supply chain systems are preferable to sourcing
GreenPalm Certificates or Mass Balance RSPO-certified palm oil since Segregated RSPO-certified palm oil is traceable back to RSPOcertified plantations. At the same time, given the well-known weaknesses in the RSPO’s Principles and Criteria, 100% Segregated RSPOcertified palm oil may have been grown by companies still associated with on-going deforestation, continuing expansion on carbonrich peatlands and unresolved human and labor rights violations in their plantation holdings. Therefore consumer companies are
encouraged to seek responsible palm oil, which is sourced from 100% traceable supply chains to palm oil producers whose practices
are verified to meet standards that overcome the current weaknesses in the RSPO standard.

Cargill - Placing Brands at Risk with Conflict Palm Oil
Conflict palm oil is being produced by a significant number of large and medium plantation companies and smallholder farmers, but
it is being bought, delivered, and sold to the global market by an exclusive few global commodity traders. These agribusiness giants,
including Cargill, ADM, Wilmar, IOI, Bunge, AAK, Fuji Oils and KLK, then sell their palm oil, which includes conflict palm oil, to consumer
goods companies that include the “Snack Food 20.”
Traders like Cargill, which is the largest importer of palm oil into the United States, buy from the companies that grow, mill, and refine
palm oil. Traders are the linchpin in the international palm oil supply chain and they have uniquely influential leverage to drive a
transformation in the way palm oil is produced. By failing to clean up their supply chains, these traders have been putting the valuable
brand assets of their consumer goods company customers at risk by continuing to supply them with controversial conflict palm oil.
In order for the “Snack Food 20” to source responsible palm oil, they need to use their power as customers to convince these traders
to address the lack of transparency and traceability in palm oil supply chains. If the “Snack Food 20” demand 100 percent traceable
and responsible palm oil, then traders like Cargill will be forced to reform their supply chains to eliminate conflict palm oil and supply
responsible palm oil.
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